PRESS RELEASE
Information event about the non-surgical therapy of osteoarthritis and others
Treatment options for joint problems that may help to prevent surgery and pain killers are increasingly sought by
those affected. The Orthopaedicum Paderborn of Dres. Heyn, Porsch, Wandt and Stratmann offers a treatment that
completely meets these requirements: MBST magnetic resonance therapy.
Degenerative diseases are on the rise
Due to medical progress, we are able to reach higher age much more often. But that also increases the risk of
degenerative diseases like osteoarthritis and osteoporosis. In order to enjoy their longer time of living with as little
pain as possible and keeping their self-sufficiency, many people need medical help. Modern medicine offers various
treatment options for degenerative diseases. More and more patients especially ask for non-surgical therapies with
few side effects.
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Therapeutically used magnetic resonance technology
The MBST magnetic resonance therapy is a therapeutical development
from the technology that is known from MRI. MBST doesn’t serve diagnostic purposes but uses magnetic resonance for the biophysical stimulation
of specific cells. Scientific data suggests that the pain-free and silent MBST
magnetic resonance technology may stimulate various biophysical processes in the treated tissue that partly persist for several years. Successfully treated patients report that surgery could be prevented and pain was
reduced up to complete freedom of pain.

MBST in professional sports
MBST magnetic resonance therapy has not only proven itself in the treatment of degenerative diseases of the musculoskeletal system like osteoarthritis and osteoporosis. With its therapeutic approach of biophysical cell stimulation it is also used increasingly in professional sports – also preventive and postsurgical. The aim of the metabolic
stimulation is then the acceleration of the healing process in order to reduce the
necessary downtime. Recently, professional soccer player Philipp Klement of SC
Paderborn 07 was treated with MBST on a structural muscle injury.
Free information event for affected persons on March 13, 2019 ·
Guest: Philipp Klement (SC Paderborn 07)
At the free information event, interested patients get information about osteoarthritis, disk complaints, pain and also MBST magnetic resonance therapy. The lecture will
take place on Wednesday, March 13, 2019 at 6pm at the Welcome Hotel, Fürstenweg 13,
33102 Paderborn, Germany. Soccerplayer Philipp Klement will be present and talk
about the MBST treatment he just completed.
Philipp Klement (SC Paderborn 07)

About MedTec Medizintechnik GmbH

Founded in 1998, MedTec Medizintechnik GmbH from Wetzlar has developed from a pioneer to world market
leader in the field of therapeutically used MBST magnetic resonance technology. MedTec develops, produces and
distributes the worldwide unique and patented technology that is used in MBST therapy system for human, veterinary and aesthetic medicine. Doctors, specialist, medical centres, hospitals, clinics and universities put their
trust in the MBST therapy system today – not only in Germany and Europe but worldwide. It is MedTec’s vision to
enable a healthy, active and pain-free life for patients of nearly every age with its therapeutically used MBST
technology. The MBST magnetic resonance therapy achieves that in the treatment of various degenerative
diseases and injuries of the musculoskeletal system without needing drugs, injections, infusions, pain killers or
surgical interventions. More than 1,000,000 hours of therapy have been applicated with the MBST magnetic
resonance technology so far without any side effects or interactions becoming known. MedTec Medizintechnik
GmbH stands for global leadership of market and technology with its worldwide patented therapeutically used
MBST magnetic resonance technology.
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